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Disclaimer: 

This booklet is written as a 1st edition by demand and is the views of the authors and written
at the point of time when they are valid. 
This debate may of course change if better practices are discovered or revealed and are by
no means absolute. Even Carl Sagan and others admitted they were not always right and
left the door open to be corrected. But make no mistake this information is lifechanging and
demands action to what we call the global climate impact (GCI).
This is what we have collectively perceived as the result of over 50 years of LIFE on Earth.
Witnessing the changes. First hand.
For more information contact earthoceans.org/awoosha.io / synergiehub.ch
rewildersproject@gmail.com / aslan@awoosha.io
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Opening Statement:

“It seems impossible until it is done!” – Nelson Mandela

Our Mantra 
"*Educate! *Motivate! *Activate! *" 

To make this project real to rewild the planet we have divided it into 3 parts:
“EDUCATION- MOBILISATION-MANIFESTATION!” 
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How to Rewild the Planet? - A manifesto for Change.

Dedicated to Anastasia my Shining Star and all my children both physical and
spiritual who will take this torch forward into the next generation to come…
Go for it- Go Planet! Go Galactic! …-I leave you more than my dream, I leave
you, my SMILE!

Keep the faith!



1.INTRODUCTION: 
“Educate-Motivate- Activate”-

WOW! … to rewild an ENTIRE planet…WOW!!!- far out wow! -what does that even MEAN
-never mind how do WE do it? -How DO I -YOU or WE ...
REWILD the planet –? …where do we begin with such a mammoth task?
WHAT DOES THAT EVEN MEAN!? 
We have a saying in Africa… “How do you eat an Elephant?” 
If you ask that question to anyone … most will be “flummoxed”- or choke and say...
something like…
” I've never eaten an elephant before- I’m vegetarian” … or… “It's too BIG to eat!”...or
“I don't eat elephants!” … but the traditional answer is...
“You eat it one bite at a time! “ 
Like World Peace. Or a giant pizza. We start where we are. And we educate-
enlighten-agitate or motivate and activate for planetary and humanity change…
“one thing leads to another. “
“A rising tide lifts all ships!”
You don't have to resist or oppose or protest anymore… 
You “compost” …
You simply be SENTIENT – or CONNECTED to ALL the following 8 algorithms that sustain
LIFE... on this amazing biome we call Earth. Third rock from the Sun. Milky Way.
This is how you create or manifest change… we call it “GLOCALISM. “Because it works on a
local level and on a global level simultaneously. It’s not top-down homogeneity but
grassroots self-empowerment and real micro community impact.
Being sentient means, you have empathy for all living beings on this planet and the way it
works. Compassion.
It is a spiritual feeling of “ONENESS” that you often get when you are alone in the “Cathedral
of Nature. Or in communion with the Divine- with God…with the source code.
In practical terms there are many things that must be done to reverse the direction of the
medicine wheel.
To stop over consumption and waste is one of them. This is nothing new.
To focus on a particular field to rewild … and it could be anything… the economy… the
environment… the government – big business -travel-the education system… or our out of
shape bodies. It doesn't matter. ..even spirituality- anything. 
You can rewild any subject.! 
It's a philosophy of thinking that is symbiotic with the biological computer we call Earth.
Because our bodies are PART of this Earth. As our Spirits are PART of God. 
And to SUCCESSFULLY rewild the planet… we must also rewild ourselves too! 
This is the true spirituality of the future, and finding the communion with All brings OR WILL
BRING this inner and personal...and in fact World Peace and Equilibrium that our soul truly
seeks… 
It ends with a Common Understanding of Sentience and Oneness …it is a change of
DIRECTION… when that has happened…a “Rewilding” has taken place! 
……………………………………………………..
Any new project, or vision of Man or “Humankind “starts with the IDEA; a concept of what
could-should or would be different, or better than what is already.
-It could ALSO be described as an Archimedean “Eureka Moment.” 
.”. like a catalytic snowball that grows as it rolls down the hill and so this grand vision is born!
- Like Archimedes streaking in the streets of Athens...- a vision starts with one single idea…
What then? “
*What can I do to make things different?! 
- or how can I - or WE collectively make a difference to this situation?
How can I –or WE shift the paradigm?
How do we reach a turning point of planetary change?



First… Enjoy the journey. Each day is a new adventure! This book will attempt to describe
the future 30 years and what we can do to make a real impact on life in this dimension.
 This manifesto is going to attempt to explain this quandary- this question. This puzzle.
HOW TO REWILD THE PLANET!? 

Final Note:

Nicola Tesla once said: “I don't care that they stole my idea . . .-I care that they
don't have any of their own!” 
Any fresh ideas that come to us should not be intellectual property or
proprietary but have a sunset clause…- it should be open sourced for the good
of humanity in any "love economy", and the only valid reason to keep them to
yourself is to repay the money paid for its research and development- materials
and start-up costs.…
How much money can you have? How much is enough?
“The true new AI economy should enhance humanity does not hinder it. “
It should base its reason on what is the optimum for survival of life on
planet Earth and misery, war and suffering should only be created if
there is absolutely no alternative.
“It is a lack of imagination, communication and mutual respect that leads men
to conflict.
We need forliveness as well as forgiveness. To go beyond the same old record of
…I m so sorry… it means more than.. forliveness is…
Empathy, compassion and understanding; NOT hatred, oppression, and
rejection- honesty and truth not maliciousness and evil. Unity not Division.
Humanity not Apathy.  Each one of us has all the power to change-“to rewild”,
and by rewilding- going counter clockwise- changing direction…we change the
world. “ALV
Some say we are overpopulated when in fact Capitalism requires more people
to keep it growing. Capitalism needs consumers to keep consuming.
The new love economy will require people to reach a state of “forliveness” with
each other and there will be no need to oppress your fellow man anymore.
Rather than investing in suffering and separation… we should be investing in
Sentience.
Peace.
But if this were available- these resources rather than on feeding the war or
MISERY MACHINE....it would not be necessary. 
Humanity needs to accelerate - and superfast!
 It needs to go anticlockwise.
A vision…
A vision simply comes through us like our children...but we do not own them! -
we borrow them for a time and then we need to let go! It is our privilege to be



the hands and feet and eyes of them those visions... And this is where we find
our joy, our happiness.
In truth we are all innovators, and any innovation comes directly from the
invisible UN-creation of human consciousness and the universe. From the
shadows and from the mystery to the light. From this soup of unconscious
consciousness streamed into this reality.
This moment in Time. 
I remember once travelling on the Tazara Railways…in Tanzania… and as the
train left stations along the way… the children would ask us for… plastic
bottles… (or sweets) – but they would use those bottles to create toys with-
much like they do in Madagascar with Coca Cola tins…

“If children can Innovate and Upcycle … so too, can we!” ALV

Our problem is we don't value these ideas enough, or let its blessings slip
through our fingers. Or tell the mind that is nothing but a silly caprice.
Or we simply do not know how to deal with these new breakthroughs and let
them go.
It is like holding a flaming fire in your breast and wanting to burn ...but not
knowing HOW.
This is the passion… we either burn up or burn out if misdirected... and either is
no good. 
A good fire burns consistently no matter the weather. We feed it with enough
fuel but not too much unless we must GET WARMER. It is inherent in our
history that we keep going in the same direction… oblivious of the
consequences… human nature constantly sins knowingly and unknowingly…
compulsively and accidentally…
Eli Wiesel once said: “Apathy is the greatest Crime against Humanity!”-
-but it not the greatest sin… apathy is caused by and from something…

“The Greatest Crime against Humanity is WASTE… because it is the product of
not caring- or lacking the WILL to care! It breeds apathy and is birthed from
laziness and prelest or spiritual pride. Self-Righteousness and a lack of
empathy!” ALV

WASTE.

Waste of Energy…of Money… of Resources… of Opportunities…and of Time
but- fundamentally it is waste...of LIFE! 
WASTE- and this is the fruit of pride.
…” Waste of opportunities, energy, innovations, lives, and good ideas are an
insult and an injury to ALL humanity. In fact, to every living being that exists in
the Omniverse.



But what is even more terrible are the ones who control this waste and impose
more & MORE misery upon the shoulders of Men; and fail to take responsibility
for their behaviour- because it isn’t expedient.
True Leadership requires making a stand and walking in the prayer you have
made…whatever the cost. Whatever the sacrifice. “
ALV
………
And now?
Despite this global suffering...we continue to stagnate because of
comfortability, pride and apathy towards each other, and the
environment.
We just mellow in our depression of dis-empowerment and our DIS –
ease...and stop caring! – for anything and anyone…
We Stop trying...because it costs too much energy… and too much pain.
WE are lazy and overly comfortable. We just simply don’t care and say…
“Whatever!”-
APATHETIC …ANDROID…REPTILIAN. 
A circuit…A closed circuit. Living…but dead.
Asleep. Clockwise.
And the flame of passion dwindles ...and dies out in a flicker of
desperation. But to heal the planet and US -me- you - we-requires
pain…like being in a gym… no pain…no gain… or dieting or fasting…
nothing comes free…even freedom itself comes at a painful price!.
Blood, toil, sweat and tears... 
It's not free. 
If a good idea is beneficial to humankind e.g., the end of a war, the smart phone,
the malaria vaccine, or penicillin – it should be made open sourced-and as cheap
as possible for the consumer to buy or use...it could be as simple as seeing
something else that everyone has missed before you came along. New concepts
and ideas are born on the edge of civilization… on the edge of pain …it is both
a blessing and a curse.
A blessing because you find something that will benefit humanity and a curse
because you must find a good way to imprint onto the psyche of the collective
hive mind. It needs to have value …and it must be accessible to all… 
FREE! 
Thus, a true initiative to make the world a better place should always come from
a place of being a humble servant to humankind. When we say we are rewilding
the planet we also say we are rewilding ourselves from within… going to the
edge of impossibility and taking the leap of faith into the unknown. Not
recklessly but bravely…and the reason? Our motivation is ...LOVE. 
“True leadership is in taking responsibility for a situation and doing
something.” ALV



Being a leader is someone who takes responsibility and can respond in any
given situation. 
And if we take responsibility, we all become the leaders we wish to
emulate!

This is leadership. True value should be placed on-not the output or
product, -
-but on the energy and the intention and the unselfishness utilized.

It's altruism. Its value. Its ethics. 

Dictatorship has no counsellors and no responsibilities because when all
of them disappear…there is a sigh of relief from those who are left
behind. No real gratitude. The true measure of good leadership is how
you are remembered by your peers and the ones who loved you. And if
you were a person of salt and light… or wishy washy.

True legacy is being able to inspire others to aim high and think about
you…even when you are gone… your words...your ideas…your
smile…your heart...your works… your being...your compassion... How
shall we be remembered?

As cruel dictators who never listened to advice who punished without
mercy who didn’t love justice but corruption? – or as true leaders that
had wisdom as well as knowledge…vision as well as capacity…softness
and well as hardness. Love as well as Righteousness. Understanding as
well as self-confidence.
……………………………………………………………

Money
“Money is an exchange mechanism and form of representation of
energy. Today it has no real value…it’s just magic numbers on a
computer screen. We must redefine what is true value to get to the Holy
Grail of money in our lifetimes. “
We have many such mechanisms in place to make something of worth.
It is to become sovereign by finding One's purpose on this living material
plane. An exchange of energy ...or goods. Or notes… or numbers… but
it is much more real than that… 
a reality that goes beyond this reality! 
“- REALISING THE REAL LIES THROUGH REAL EYES!” 
“Developing an attitude of gratitude leads to an overflowing and
abundance. “ALV.



For example, what do you feel when you RECEIVE something good? …
appreciation. Or not?
” Thank you.”
What is a piece of paper with a face on it…? It’s just a token. A
non-fungible token. Its worthless. Until we give it value.
Some have described the “Celestine Prophecy” * as a model… some
have just said...all you need is love… energy as an exchange
mechanism… and it can be transmuted or transferred at will. But how do
you quantify and validate that?
This is the Holy Grail of Money. Valid exchange. Freewill Voluntarism.
More of that in the N.E.W. Economy…New Earth Wellness Economy.
(*The Celestine prophecy and its nine essential truths foretell a new
spiritual awareness that will reshape the entire human race and give us
a glimpse of a complete spirituality on this planet. It is what we are trying
to do now ahead of the advent of the machine world. To preserve our
humanity and originality. To understand the best economic system has to
one that is ethical and sentient to all living things. ) 
“And fair exchange is no robbery!” 
Fair quantification and verification.eg. It doesn't mean that a man or
woman earning only 2$USD a day in Africa or Asia is stupid or lazy. It
means that they have been disenfranchised by the circumstances of life. 
Many work harder than people who earn 1000 times more each day.
Walking for miles with wood or children or water. It's all about equal
measurement of the exchange… 
- but how do we validate that? How do we make it fair? Part of this book
will explain how this is done and is the result of over 40 years of
research starting on the back of a truck through the Sudan up the Nile
whilst fleeing the outbreak of a civil war. 

True Value and a true economy must begin with a clear mindset- WITH
TRUTH ITSELF!

In fact, it’s time to think again and REDEFINE value itself and to create a new
economy with new algorithms. A New Earth Wellness. ( N.E.W.)

“The GOAL of this project is to MAKE POVERTY HISTORY and
GENERATE PROSPERITY for ALL.”  ALV

A fair UNIVERSAL INCOME that isn’t basic. Man needs to work. Sweat.
Aspire CO-Create…dream.  Future industries will be in space. At first on
the moon and then further out. But now we need to deal with our mess.



(UI- Universal Income- Our project in Switzerland managed to get it on
the ballot box after 10 years lobbying. The vote lost in the referendum…
but it changed how we thought about this issue. With AI we are looking
at gamifying work – which is a whole new concept.)

This is the legacy of Nelson Mandela and the ones who carry the flame
of hope around the world speaking of a different paradigm that is true,
good, just, and fair.

And now we have that opportunity to make it happen. 

The vision of the “Rewilding Project” is to leave the Earth better than we
found it.

A greener and cleaner and fairer planet. For all! 

To ensure there is an Earth for our children to enjoy… one that
celebrates true values and truth itself. And redefines it.

Klaus “Swab” or Dr Evil as he is known by some…of the “Davos Gang or
Crew in Switzerland has brought a whole bunch of rich and powerful
people to create global influencers to steer humanity in the “right
direction”. One is pretty much the same as it always was with them in
control.

However altruistic it sounds… It is fake. And like these other private
clubs like the one all the billionaires go to in America… it cannot be
trusted to secure our welfare. It was so in the past with Churchill and his
partition of India… and Rhodes and his creation of a secret society to
maintain the dominance of the Anglo-Saxon race in 1877.

So, what do these free masons or illuminati really want? This less than
1%?

Their GRAND vision is to cut the world’s population in half and neuter
the rest of us. Why is it that no one really believes Dr. Evil except the
ones who control the world? His mates.

Their vision of rewilding is to put the environment before the people and
profit before prosperity of the human spirit. To maintain their spheres or
orbits of influence by staying on their thrones of power and control.

They are not a collective, they are a hegemony.



They do not represent humanity or the human spirit or humankind. They
are not to be trusted. Not any day of the week.  
“You will own nothing and be happy!” KS- truth is ..they already do- but
they are not.
How about …” You will own EVERYTHING… and be happy!
Mr. Swab’s reptilian vision of a managed humanity without genuine
freewill or sovereignty. An absence of true love, compassion,empathy
and true humanity.
There is no freedom in that.
Not in the Great Reset nor the 4 th Industrial Revolution.
They are all distractions. Illusions.
Instead, the world has become more polarised as the human spirit bites
back and the Great Reset is now the Great Resist! For those who have
become awakened and didn’t take the blue pill.
“To make a real change you must create real consent!” ALV
Declaring compliance and changing the rules without mutual consensus
is not only draconian... it is dishonest. And therefore, in the long run…it
will fail.
They do not have consent.
Each year there is an alternative Davos, and this brings people together
with a different vision to create a bottom-up approach which is more
egalitarian and fairer. And just. Davos is an exclusive club that doesn’t
allow new ideas inside its hallowed walls but keeps them out with the
snipers on the roof and their hyper security.
You must belong to the 1% to be invited. Or if you dont …you must be
able to be controlled. Indeed, their stated goal is to create or manifest a
NEW WORLD ORDER… 
Why? Because until we have uplifted all of humanity into the realm of
"ethics"… we will continue to have war, crime and disease and suffering
and misery. Free will and sovereignty is something our fathers and
mothers throughout the generations have fought for and died for ...and it
is something we in the 21st Century cannot ignore.
“The medicine wheel continues to turn clockwise, and misery continues
to rule our everyday lives because in truth...we are simply consumers to
them the shareholders the stakeholders and the shitkickers ...a dirty
virus that needs to be wiped out. It has no future for human
consciousness on this planet or any other. One way ...or another...
That's their rewilding vision
CONTROL. 
The advent of AI is inevitable ...but we can program the machine with the
algorithms to save us rather than itself programme. If we sell out our
humanity, we sell out everything and it will not be worth owning anything.



Klaus S /KS vision of the world is one of control, degradation and
domination and despair.
Hitler would have been proud, but WE, the freedom loving peoples of the
world... are not! We, the rewilders of the planet…the rainbow warriors
and lightworkers and peacemakers … detest it.
-Until" Klaus "keeps Davos as an Exclusive Club and excludes most of
the world… it will remain just that…a club.
One that at best addresses radical ideas but has no support amongst the
people of the world at grassroots level.

We own only what we bring into this world nurture and cultivate and
keep… “ ergomazai” ( logos- Greek)

When it is time to leave it won’t matter. This manifesto or proposition is
our answer to this dark worldview. In the meantime create your own
garden in your own soul…a place of rest… and operate from this
refuge…this strength… “ anapovamai”
True happiness must come from the core of our being and
understanding as human beings collectively on this planet.
To reach Oneness is something everyone can do at home. No need for a
guru or a special teacher. We can all become rewilders. Without
discrimination. 
So…The time of the lone wolf is gone. Long ago. We cannot pretend
that we are separated from each other, and one pain is not all pain. 
“An insult to one, is an injury to all!” as it is said…
- is Klaus espousing communism? -Egalitarian Capitalism-Or socialism?
Or some weird kind of stipend system of UBI (Universal Basic
Income)-doled out by robots and algorithms? 
-Or is it David Attenborough’s Witness Statement or “rewilding” vision of
wiping out half the world's population to make room for animals and
trees? ...and “the elected unelected” ...” the chosen ones”- worthy of
salvation in the New World...?
THE SUPER ELITE are already building their bunkers in Argentina,
Zimbabwe and New Zealand getting ready for canned food and bottled
water in a basement for the next 25 years… it’s how they forward plan.
Of disregarding the Basic Laws of the Universe- to build one of his own
makings and darkened- negative imaginations?
A “Rewilded” Dr Moreau? one with transhumanist Epstein lookalikes
asking for a massage -or your DNA as procreative currency in some bio
robot lookalike.
“YOU WILL OWN NOTHING …AND BE HAPPY! “- KS
For me this statement is so misguided and arrogant it has no place in
this present time reality.



Dr. Evil and his chums can “GET REWILDED!”

No. We don't subscribe to this misdirected vista of a future world. This perdition. For all its defects
and absurdities and oddities… this planet is GREAT. And each soul on it. But it's more than that... 

It's WONDERFUL! – 

We just need to rethink how we LIVE on it. Collectively. Not individualistically.
Naturally- not abnormally.
Rewilded not Recycled. Renovated and renewed not recycled.

AWAKENED NOT ANNIHILATED. 

An economy just for ALL should place value on humanity, compassion
and empathy where it's possible to live with self-respect, SELF LOVE,
dignity, honour and INTEGRITY. 
To be transparent without fear. A Wellness of Wellbeing. This is the NEW
ECONOMY. A sentient LOVE economy. One of fair share and exchange
and justice for all.
Sentience not SEPARATION. 
Is this too much to ask for? 
The Rewilding Project” is an amazing opportunity for ALL human beings
to be employed in this new economy of making the world a better place.
...
And there are 8 billion vacancies. Seriously. 
We all have a job. We are all employed now. WE ARE ALL REWILDERS
AND PEACE MAKERS.
“Peace is possible, if you want it…!”
“World Peace” is possible if only we want it… like eating a big pizza or
an elephant… one bite at a time! A great challenge cannot be eaten or
beaten all at once with a single stroke of the sword. Not unless it is our
destiny to do so. 
This is how we do it in Africa. 
The Rewilding Project is a project that has been called to fix humanities
aberrations and inequalities as a collective “hive” mind – together. 
So here we propose to reprogramme all the algorithms ... to change all
the values, all the quotients and all the forward planning... We are born
into this world and leave it with what is inside of each of us. Inside our
hearts... and when we see a sunset or a sunrise on an empty horizon...
there is no price tag...and the same applies to all human beings and all
living things... and that is why our answer to Mr Klaas of the World
Economic Forum ( WEF) in Davos Switzerland is: 
“YOU will own EVERYTHING- and TRULY be happy!” 
BUT This is what we call in Africa..."the Ubuntu!" 



(“You are because I exist- I exist because YOU are!”) 
It is therefore up to everyone to participate. If we only but try. 
This is our story: “any project starts with something very simple. A simple
idea. This project is no different. It all started with a single-use one litre
plastic bottle found on the beach in the Ras Abugalum Sinai
Protectorate.” 
“What shall we do about this?”- asked Shan Shan a Chinese girl living in
Berlin
- it was the only thing on the beach that was out of balance with the rest
of its environment. 
One plastic bottle used only once and tossed away takes up to 1000
years to biodegrade and return to the Earth. From 450 to 1000 years. 
That's an awful long time. 
It holds water of not that great quality (low sodium content and over time
the water becomes toxic)- and yet we all need water to live. 
Water is life. “Mni Wichoni-” (ever heard this before?)

The universe, or the still small voice within must talk to each individual
heart and the collective unconscious or hive mind must speak to each
soul to realise the need to change something for our common survival on
this planet. 
This is ETHICS. 
It's all about the survival and the thriving of all life and living beings on
Earth. Big or small… pretty or ugly…Without exception. To come to this
point of realisation has been a long and arduous journey… and now it is
time to share this wisdom. 
But first it would not have been possible to do what we have done
without a little help from my fellow “Rewilders” … true Friends of this
Earth, God, and each other. Heart Hippies…
Rainbow Warriors. 
Being a RE -wilder is like being a true hippy… it’s not what you look like
on the outside or your dress sense… it's all about the colour of your
heart. 
This small manifesto will try to explain what we have done and continue
to do to make the world a little bit better…
and to BE the change we wish to all SEE! 
For this GREAT vision to be manifested we will need more TOIL…more
sweat… more tears... more sacrifices…
- more LOVE …-more COLOUR -more PERSPIRATION...more CARE…
MORE EMPATHY...More EDUCATION...MORE COMMITMMENT-but
most of all …. more IMAGINATION! … more Hope most of all. Because
Hope is a good thing and a dangerous thing all in one.



And despite the darkness all around and being manifested to surround…
hope is there because hope represents light… and light represents
hope… hope is the promise of a better tomorrow ...today.
Never give up on it.
Dare to Dream! Live in Love! Keep the Faith! Dare to Love.
“WE CAN DO BETTER TOGETHER!” 
Aslan,Robin, Shan Shan, Jackson, Daniel, Salma, Reema, David,
Matthew, Celia,Bianca, Misha, Nik, Mikael,Ozman, Anton, Nic, Bianca,
Mike, Ali… and many others 
AWOOSHA! 
………………………………………………………… 
2. About Us:

a. VISION & MISSION STATEMENT 
Disclaimer: This embodied vision may change or be corrected by anyone and modified. It
represents the views of the authors. 
*The Vision of this Rewilding Project is to prove there is a valuable chain of benefits that
impacts everyone big or small, young, or old on this planet and all living beings.
A win win.
That being “fluffy” or empathetic is not pointless at all- but is what turns the wheel of real
progress to a better future. It is the AXIS of the wheel of change. The nexus point.

***To rewild this existence is to change the direction of the destructive wheel of misery and
suffering into the direction of healing and regeneration and Oneness with all living beings. 
This is our core mission.
***Our Mission is to rewild the planet and everyone on it and free it from war, crime, waste,
disease, and fascism of any kind. ***
***To make it a better place than how we found it and pass this torch onto our children. To
restore the Earth to its dynamic Equilibrium. To rewild the planet. To be better human beings
TO HEAL & NOT TO HARM!!! ***
***To turn the medicine wheel of humankind from clockwise to counterclockwise. To create
and thrive, to sustain and be alive …to forgive and “forlive” one another despite our
incredible differences. To live and let live. To open our eyes and actualise.
To understand that diversity when in harmony like a rainbow is the Celebration of Originality.
Diversity is not an excuse to implement homogeneity. Our differences enrich us.
We are stronger in our coherency, transparency, inclusivity, honesty, pananarchy and
credibility.
Our Diversity is our Authenticity. Our Realness. And our Authenticity is our Originality.
Our Word and Integrity are our strength. No matter who you are. Our colours are our beauty.
our Unity our Power, our Holism our Humanity. ALL lives matter.

Our mission is to meet the 21st challenges head on by being prepared in every way. 
(*- to realise the real lies through real eyes. )
* Our vision is to rewild and compost -isms and schisms to become sovereign, autonomous,
interdependent, ORIGINAL, and “unusual” all at the same time.
To rewild it ALL! 
* To develop more empathy and compassion and sentience for all living beings, and love for Us. 
*To OPEN the doors of our perception and see through the windows of our spiritual contraception! *
OUR VISION is TO FREE the INNER CHILD 
And TO RELEASE the INNER WILD! 

Our vision is to be Earth keepers and Children of Light… Elohi!



Amen & Awoosha! 

2. b. A Brief Profile of those behind The Project:

Who are we?

We are just everyday people who care about the world we live in enough to do something about it.
The project resonates with those people who get it. High or low. You don't have to be a paid-up
member to be a rewilder. 
Anyone and everyone can be a rewilder. Just do it. WE are permission. There are no exclusive clubs
anymore. Everyone is welcome. 
Any good vision starts with one or two or three people and grows. I, like others with other
jobs, am just one of the carriers and sharers of these ideas and visions... a starseed.

An ARCHITECT…

We call it the “rewilding project” but what we are today has come from somewhere… 
A desire to mean something in this world. To have an “ikigai “or purpose to get out of bed each day.

To become something better by making a positive difference. An awakening. Every movement begins
with a few individuals who feel the same way about the things they see around them.

Something happens to them inside… And this feeling transforms into ACTION and decides to do
something about it. 

To make a difference. 

Our backgrounds are in many fields but in our actions, we find our common ground.
A billion people all rolled into One- all uniquely original. Many colours but one nation. A divine
people. Beautiful people. Rainbow people. Rewilders…. 

The Elohi! 

Angelic BE-ings of Light and Love. The Dalai Lama once said: 

“World peace begins with Inner Peace… and Inner Peace begins with personal peace.” 

But what good is that if there is no common peace between people and the environment we live in? 
It would be narcissistic to ignore it and just work on yourself forever saying… I cannot change! “ The
greatest challenge of letting go is ..letting go. This is the true path to inner peace which is the first
step towards learning what is true peace.” ALV

“I need more jungle ceremonies, meditation, crystals, mandalas, incense, LSD, ecstatic dance,
superfoods, tantra, hippy crack or New Age gurus and yoga to figure it all out. In fact, it might take
several lifetimes so leave me alone. I must do the inner work until I become enlightened. During this
process I must forgo helping others, or the environment I live in because I must pay the rent...but
wait – don’t worry I’ll donate 5 % to a charity of my choice and continue being a total asshole and
vampire!” Please…don’t ask me to do anything. I’m just not ready dude. I need to see the flow.

(The New Age Hippy Traveller Ethos of searching but never coming to Truth. )



And so, self-gratification becomes my ethos, and it is survival of the fittest. We seek
knowledge but not wisdom. Nihilism not Holism. Highs without the lows… illusions not
realities… frequencies not friends. A good photo op but never a picture that paints 1000
words…And this is the challenge… What I make …or create is for my personal gain and
mine alone. I must step on the heads of those below me to get to the top of the pile and use
my power to control those below me. I must become the capstone on the pyramid of life and
if I am OK … fit and healthy then I have won the game of life. If others don't ...then they are
weak. Stupid or lazy… 
Welcome to Amerika. Welcome to the All-consuming Babylonian system.
That my friends are the Ethos of a runaway Capitalism. The biggest hammer…the biggest
stake…the biggest machine and the biggest weapon or club WINS the game! 
However, you lie, cheat- deceive or screw over…. Its all about the bottom line.
Who has the most fish on the fishing line when the sun goes down. No real evolutionary
progress. This must change.
“If we can employ others to do our will then they should be grateful they aren't eating
garbage in the gutter. – If there’s blood on the streets – it’s time to buy!”-
Capitalism really works...but for the few. Not the many. And any good works I do in this world
must be to benefit myself directly or indirectly…it never really sinks in because the mind is
still moving clockwise in this medicine wheel. But self-gratification becomes the only religion
of the modern man. Not upliftment of life itself. This must end.
“I or WE and my big club come first!”
This is the primal Nature of Man up until the year 2022. Survive…or succumb.
Atavism. Greed. Control. Power.
I wonder if there is enough time before it becomes too late. This is not what we believe. We
believe and it is our ethos...one that’s been tested over 50 years that sharing and caring for
each other and our environment gives benefits to everyone and everything. You never lose.
We use the power of our knowledge, our skills, our youth, our energy, and our LOVE… to
create a Circular Economy of fairness-JUSTICE and equality to- and for ALL! 
True Permaculture. TRUE REWILDING… TRUE socio-enviro-economics. True Love for one
another.
Yes, we need to sustain ourselves in the present world we live in.

But it doesn't mean we need to think selfishly or individualistically to the detriment of our fellow
human and sentient beings. It doesn't mean we must return to being neanderthal cavemen. Apes. Or
worse. Mutants in a post-apocalyptic world. (Gorillas are “civilised”) It is possible for us all to live
together in peace and have everything we need to be happy-healthy and in harmony. The Earth is
and has an Abundance of all things to ensure progress and peace.

There is no need for Want ...for Lack… for Waste… for Pain. For hate and for Nuclear War.

But the programming of generations of abuse has meant that we must “rewild” our concepts and our
psyche...all over again.
 We need to UNLEARN everything and RELEARN the new paradigm of life and this new LOVE
economy…spring cleaning our heart rooms by … BEING OPEN.
Being in the moment ...Being …Knowing…Feeling (BKF)-and with every breath this New Life
that breathes within -and the Unlocking of our Spiritual Man to see a bigger picture that
doesn't involve spreading agony...oppression…devastation… misery and apathy. Waste.
We begin. Once again… a new soul in a new dawn.
This rewilded - Rainbow Indigo generation is drawn like metal to a magnet to come together
over something truly original-intergalactic and unique. For such a time as this.
Something truly great is happening all over the planet as we become truly awakened to our
natural divine destiny… our purpose and our roles as Guardians and Gardeners…of the
Earth… come into being… made manifest by our wishes and our dreams…
We as Starseeds and Children of the Universe and no longer alone.



We are One within the One.
“YOU ARE NOT ALONE! WE ARE NOT ALONE! “
No longer Circuits of Electricity or Humanoids in an Android Reality stuck between the
metaverse – black hole oblivion... and this living material universe…
We are much more. MUCH MORE… 
WE ARE ALIVE! 
– Do you wanna know more?

This Collective has its roots in many movements of human consciousness… the Rainbow Warriors
and the Occupyists, The Makers ...the Transitionalists , the Gnostics and the Anarchists… the
Environmentalists and the Activists… and something inbetween…the Red Squirrels and the
Mycelium. Evil cannot define or defeat us…
Ethics regards the Other-defines “Otherness” - not solely the Self.
So, practising “rightness” excludes us from these petty games designed by
Deceivers-Trolls-Timewasters and Vampires to hinder us from enlightenment.
We do not let ourselves be slandered or distracted by wrongdoers but follow Universal Concepts and
Truth. It is a Brave New World that has calculations, permutations and computations that define life
and balance for all… it is numbers and principles that impel us to go boldly, and yet humbly into the
Unknown … to “the Great Unknowing”- to search the light of LIFE itself.
It is a journey, and it is a destination – All in ONE! We just stood up one day… and said …
ENOUGH! No more. No “Paseran”… “they shall not pass”. NO.

That's the Great Power within YOU- within US… your- OUR ability to say NO. Who are we?
We have nothing to buy -and nothing to sell…We have so many stories to tell… so many
histories and traumas and heartaches along the way… so many successes and failures…
triumphs and tragedies…so much to offer and so much to give- and to share…and to receive
too... but so little time to do it in… life is so fragile …a blink of the eye... a drop of rain in an
ocean… a leaf in the wind…a snowflake…
-because Rewilding the Planet is going to require everybody! 
EVERYONE. 

We must believe in miracles. Yes… It is an impossible dream...and yet… 
“it's only impossible until it's done... that is the Spirit of Humanity and Humankind!
That is the “Spirit of the Elohi” -and the Awakened Ones! “ 

“It doesn’t matter who society says you are...it matters who you think and know you are!” ALV

Mandela- Gandhi- The Dalai Lama- Che Guevara all were convicted terrorists accused of high
treason- sedition and sabotage…  by those who occupied their lands. Their masters controlled
everything including the media…but they did not control the truth.

And we do not call them terrorists today…Even having a photo of the Dalai lama on your person in
this day will put you in the same category and put you in prison for 3 years. But history will
remember them as liberators… freedom fighters… and savants. Being convicted falsely by any court
never makes you guilty if you are innocent. There is a higher court of justice that judges’ men and
puts right what is wrong.
Example…A Rewilded Mandela. A Former “Terrorist” and mass murderer turned reconciler,
politician, and peace maker. A man who was the leader of and who founded “ The Spear of
the Nation “ which was responsible for indiscriminate bombing and killing of civilians in
apartheid South Africa…Mandela became in prison a reformed – rewilded man…no one
knows of his life before his transformation except those who know. But it was radical.



“First, they will ignore and laugh at you...then they will fight and try to destroy you...and then. You –
win.!- A Rewilded Gandhi former SEX addict, racist nonce and self-interested, lazy entitled solicitor.
We all have our moments.

And yet there is no greater moment than a good idea whose time has come. “We are the ones we
have waited for. “ 

We have waited for the US… and now we are HERE… now it is our Time to SHINE… -BUT -Who are
we? 

“We are the Stars that come out in the dark night. The sun that rises and sets. The waves
that crash upon the beach. The rainbows after the rainfall… we are the wind and the breeze
that brings the clouds and the crickets …  the smile of a new-born that looks into your
eyes...without fear…without fear.  We are the Rewilders of the Earth…” we are the Elohi”-
the Angels...the Dreamers Dreaming on regardless- the divine...Welcome Home! Welcome
OM! “
We CAN do better together-Awoosha! 
………………………………………………………………………………………………3.
3. DEFINITIONS: 

A.” THE REWILDING”: 

"re" means to “do again” or “go back.” 
"Wild" is to be " unusual” ... excellent or "untamed.". thus -'"to go back to an untamed state.
Or an unusual state. " - and by extension...by doing so rediscover what it is you then
seek…is it ?...: the Absolute…?-the Primal Self…? the Equilibrium?…. and what is the act of
REWILDING? - it is doing an action to recover or recalibrate - or reconfigure -or rediscover
forgotten or missed data or information about a subject that was present - but lost in
translation - culture or history ... We cannot change the present if we don't learn from the
past. This is what defines us now in this moment. - the Divine Milieu of Carnage -
Conditioning and CHANGE...and the emerging evolution of -and the acceleration of
consciousness...towards that change! -to rewild... to return- or go back to an UN -usual state
of being...and then become something new and fresh. What is that? - what does it mean? -to
compost the OLD with the NEW? -Perhaps... or just to be OPEN to change??? Maybe. 
When? Perhaps today. 
********** 
A* REWILDING *IS *A* HAPPENING!* ... 
and re-looking at something ignored before... - to bring it backwards or forwards into a better
-more natural... more pristine state. A sovereign... creative and a transformed state of
being... even better than before. but never to its original state as our friends David and Klaas
might wish. 
A REWILDED ONE 
it’s a re-balancing and a re-thinking of what was taken for granted before by doing something
new... something that only a RE-VOLUTIONARY MIND could unveil .. uncover and
re-discover...REWILD... and to become a re-wilder you don't have to be a crazy
diamond...!!! - just a revolutionary mind that thinks out of the box… 
AWAKENED FROM SLUMBER. 
A person that is prepared “to HUMBLY go where no beings have gone before” if necessary
to discover the secret sauce to life... the universe... and everything! -there is no magic
formula.. its fluid.. it’s a state of mind. We are learning by doing. 
The Rewilder is the next level Rainbow warrior and Lightworker. It is the UPGRADE! 
We don't look at national or economic or ideological artificial boundaries anymore. There are
no EXPECTATIONS, but also no LIMITATIONS! 
That's ALL gone! 



WE HAVE AWAKENED. 
Our cultures, languages, stories, traditions, and tribes all enhance our lives … but they don't
define them. 
What we ARE- does! WHO WE ARE... 
To be a REWILDER is to live each day as if it’s a completely NEW adventure. YOU HAVE
THE RIGHT TO BE FREE-HALLELUJAH...You can REWILD anything! 
It's a state of Being - Doing - Thinking and Feeling. It is a state of THE true existence.

3.B. EVERYTHING ELSE: 

1. MAN- Despite it being a term mostly used 50 years ago it has resurged once more and
returns to its basic meaning… male and female .. a generic word for all of humanity and
human or mankind. This is a timeless statement made by Neil Armstrong speaking for ALL
of humanity. male, female and hermaphrodite. We have no qualms about using it here again
as it was intended. 
2. ETHICS: In this thesis we mean: “THE HIGHEST REASON TOWARDS COMMON
SURVIVAL OF ALL LIVING BEINGS PARTICULARLY HUMANITY ON PLANET EARTH . “
All our 8 algorithms calculate the quotient of the Equilibrium. 
Also, ethics is the concepts of moral right and wrong and moral good and bad, to any
philosophical theory of what is morally right and wrong or morally good and bad, and to any
system or code of moral rules, principles, or values. 
3. EQUILIBRIUM: : “a state of balance between opposing forces or actions that is either
static or dynamic” . The equilibrium here is referred to as the state of Nature that sustains all
life on planet Earth. 
4. ELOHI: “of or pertaining to the deity”, “god-like”, or “divine”. more than human- an
adjective relating to angelic beings- (Hebrew התחלה ,clearly mabda’ in Arabic] some say
derives from Elohim meaning God and is male or female. 
Root in Hebrew is strength or power. El is used over 200 times to describe some form of
God and eloi or eli or elihay … “ELAH” is the name for God, used about 70 times in the Old
Testament. 
It is very similar to Arabic “Allah” or ‘Eelah’. Elahhِ إلٰ َه [hla]‘ (Aramaic; el-aw’): corresponding to
God. [Arabic Bible uses ‘Allah’ for God] In Hebrew [hwla] ‘elowahh el-o’-ah; probably
prolonged (emphat.) from [la]‘el ale; a deity or the Deity:–God, god.. Jesus uses it on the
cross to say “ Eli, eli lamach sabathani..my God , my God why hast thou forsaken me. Some
say he is proclaiming allah in the aramaic but it is personal..others say that elohi is derived
from the aramaic to mean or describe a multiple or plural of gods. King David speaks about
this in psalm 22 where he says ( as well as Paul the apostle-) I said you are gods… ( Elohi (
divine- eternal and angelic light beings- incorruptible. ) 
In my own meditation on this word and experience it ascribes to a plural form of an angelic
or godlike people. A heavenly tribe sent to heal the planet. The Elohi. 
5. IKIGAI (生き甲斐, 'a reason for being') is a Japanese concept referring to something that
gives a person a sense of purpose, a reason for living. 
6. PRO FORMA: The term pro forma is most often used to describe a practice or document
that is provided as a courtesy or satisfies minimum requirements, conforms to a norm or
doctrine, tends to be performed perfunctorily or is considered a formality, Latin for “as a
matter of form” or “for the sake of form”, is a method of calculating financial results using
certain projections or presumptions. 
7. AMOEBA : 
What is Amoeba? 
Amoeba is a unicellular organism that has the ability to change its shape. They are usually
found in water bodies such as ponds, lakes and slow-moving rivers. Sometimes, these
unicellular organisms can also make their way inside the human body and cause various



illnesses. One of the first reports referencing amoebas dates can be traced back to the 18th
century. A German naturalist named August Johann Rösel von Rosenhof discovered a
specimen and made detailed illustrations of the same in 1755. 
Structure of Amoeba 
Typically, most amoebas are characterized by the following features: 
Movement occurs through the use of pseudopodia, where the cytoplasm pushes the plasma
membrane outward or inward, creating blunt, finger-like projections. 
There can be multiple pseudopodia at one particular instance, hence, its shape rapidly
changes. 
Structure of amoeba primarily encompasses 3 parts – the cytoplasm, plasma membrane and
the nucleus. 
The cytoplasm can be differentiated into 2 layers – the outer ectoplasm and the inner
endoplasm 
The plasma membrane is a very thin, double-layered membrane composed of protein and
lipid molecules. 
Amoeba also contains other cellular organelles such as a contractile vacuole, mitochondria,
Golgi apparatus and fat globules. 
Amoeba consumes food either through the process of phagocytosis or pinocytosis. The
process of reproduction is through asexual means, such as binary fission. The lifespan of a
typical amoeba is 2 days, but because it undergoes binary fission, the resulting daughter
cells are the same as its parent cell, so technically, amoebas can be termed as immortal. 
When living conditions are not ideal, an amoeba can essentially transform itself into a
protective ball, called a microbial cyst. When living conditions become better, it can revert to
its trophozoite stage, where it can start feeding again. 
An amoeba is a single-celled animal that catches food and moves about by extending
fingerlike projections of protoplasm. Amoebas are either free-living in damp environments or
parasitic. 
Huge "amoebas" have been spotted in the Mariana Trench, the deepest part of the world's
oceans. The giants of the deep are so-called xenophyophores, sponge-like animals
that—like amoebas—are made of just one cell. Algae grow best when they receive 10 -15
hours of sunlight a day and the temperature stays between 60-80° F/15 to 25 degrees
Celsius. . 
How does it eat? To eat, the amoeba stretches out the pseudopod, surrounds a piece of
food, and pulls it into the rest of the amoeba's body. Amoebas eat algae, bacteria, other
protozoans, and tiny particles of dead plant or animal matter. 
Amoebas of the genus Acanthamoeba also can cause severe infections in humans: a
sight-threatening corneal infection called Acanthamoeba keratitis, caused by poor contact
lens hygiene, leading to outbreaks in cities around the world. Or the infamous amoebic
dysentery. A common malady in poor hygienic conditions such as slums.
Though you can't see them, amoebas are everywhere. They live in soil, ponds, lakes,
forests, and rivers. If you scoop up a handful of dirt in the woods, it will probably contain
hundreds of thousands of amoebas. It's important to note that they are not endemic to
saltwater areas…but FRESHwater or more accurately… Stagnant water.
However, as an organism they hold the keys to understanding life on planet Earth! 
Single-celled amoebae were an early form of life on Earth that evolved in the sea. According
to science and evolution… amoebas are the Foundations of Life on Earth. 
“The earliest life forms we know of were microscopic organisms (microbes) that left signals
of their presence in rocks about 3.7 billion years old.” Wikipedia. 
And this is all science will and can tell you right now. But it could be wrong… if a complex
developed human being came from an amoeba...then so too is God and amoeba if we were
made in His or Her Image. 
Perhaps we should dig deeper? 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amoeba 



So accordingly, the science says coral reefs are also the result of this early evolution. The
difference between amoeboids and algae is that one is more animal and the other is plant…
algae. Our focus must be in the Rewilding project to save algae. 
8. ALGAE: 
Algae are a diverse group of aquatic organisms that have the ability to conduct
photosynthesis. Certain algae are familiar to most people. 
Algae require warmth, sunlight, and nutrients to grow and reproduce, so they live in the
upper 60 to 90 meters (200 to 300 feet) of ocean water. The upper layer of water, the
epipelagic zone, is rich in oxygen, penetrated by sunlight, and warmer than water at lower
levels. 
Algae produce OXYGEN. 
They play a vital role in aquatic ecosystems by forming the energy base of the food web for
all aquatic organisms. As autotrophic organisms, algae convert water and carbon dioxide to
sugar through the process of photosynthesis. 
Photosynthesizing algae in the ocean produce around 70% of oxygen in the atmosphere.
But this figure is not exact… 
Scientists estimate that 50-80% of the oxygen production on Earth comes from the ocean.
Most of this production is from oceanic plankton — drifting plants, algae, and some bacteria
that can photosynthesize. Therefore, conservative estimates say that algae produce the
majority of more than half of the world's oxygen!
Corals feed in a symbiotic relationship with algae...they eat algae… and when they are
bleached…the oxygen level decreases. 
That's how important algae are and coral bleaching! 
Despite their size, algae perform some of the most crucial tasks in ecology: to produce
oxygen and to be the very base of the food chain. 
Most reef-building corals depend upon zooxanthellae (tiny little algae that grow inside of
them) to photosynthesize and provide food. If the water becomes cloudy or murky, or if
corals are covered in sediment, the sunlight can't get to the zooxanthellae and the corals
lose that important food source.
So corals become white when there are no algae...it’s important to note that healthy coral
have algae and this is where the colours come from… because the coral have algae of
different colours living in the coral reefs. 
The corals and algae have a mutualistic relationship. SYMBIOSIS. The coral provides the
algae with a protected environment and compounds they need for photosynthesis. In return,
the algae produce oxygen and help the coral to remove wastes. 
It's important to note that corals also survive on other organic matter and even small
fishes...Bleached Coral: Coral is left bleached and vulnerable. Without the algae, the coral
loses its major source of food, turns white or very pale, and is more susceptible to disease.
Half of the corals on the Red Sea have become bleached in the last 50 years. Or less. It’s
the same story right across the planet.
What is more surprising is that, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), Prochlorococcus are the “smallest photosynthetic organism on
Earth.”
Yet, they are responsible for most of the oxygen produced from the ocean. They make up to
20% of the oxygen in our biosphere—more than all the rainforests on land can produce.
Simply put, that is the answer to “how much oxygen does algae produce?”. 
For instance, algae can photosynthesize like plants, and they possess specialized structures
and cell-organelles, like centrioles and flagella, found only in animals. Listed below are some
of the general characteristics of algae. 
Specific general characteristics of algae are common to plants as well as animals. 
1.Algae are photosynthetic organisms 
2.Algae can be either unicellular or multicellular organisms 
3.Algae lack a well-defined body, so, structures like roots, stems or leaves are absent Algaes
are found where there is adequate moisture. 



4.Reproduction in algae occurs in both asexual and sexual forms. Asexual reproduction
occurs by spore formation. 
5.Algae are free-living, although some can form a symbiotic relationship with other
organisms.
6.Algae do not like moving water or surface agitation and prefer the still, stagnant areas to
thrive. Surface agitation is also beneficial because it helps to mix up the algae that is already
present within the water column. Another study suggests viruses play a part in killing algae.

Therefore, coral reefs are so important in the propagation of algae.

Microalgae grow fast, and some can double in size in 24 hours. The other type of algae,
macroalgae, are more commonly known as seaweed. They are fast-growing marine and
freshwater plants that can grow to considerable size. 
7.Algae can be grown and harvested like any other agricultural crop. Once harvested, the oil
can be extracted and refined into biodiesel, gasoline and even jet fuel. In addition to algae
oil, the protein and carbohydrates in algae can also be used for food, animal feed, health
products and supplements, chemicals, pharmaceuticals and even cosmetics. 
On land algae is like hemp … it produces oxygen and can be used to produce many other
products. Hemp is the same. These are the things we need to be growing on the planet. 
And like amoeba ...algae is one of the oldest living organism like spores from mushrooms
which can be used to biodegrade plastics and rewild our garbage dumps.
Fungi can compost just about anything man makes. Perhaps they are alien intelligences
since they can survive in outer space.
8.Algae can produce between 2,000-5,000 gallons or around 9000 liters to 22 000 liters of
fuel per acre, far more than any other renewable feedstock. 
9.Algae can grow on marginal, or non-crop, land, so they don’t compete with valuable
agricultural land. They can grow in brackish, salt- or polluted water, so they don’t require
freshwater resources. 

10. They consume carbon dioxide (CO2) and emit oxygen as they grow, so they help reduce
the total amount of CO2 in the atmosphere. 
In fact, Oil comes from organic matter. It's a battery and not much has to be done to it to
provide fuel. It needs to be repeated…Petroleum, also called crude oil, is a fossil fuel. Like
coal and natural gas, petroleum was formed from the remains of ancient marine organisms,
such as plants, algae, and bacteria. 
11.Algae or hemp must be processed. The only thing that has stopped us doing so is greed
,laziness,costing and corruption in our governments. They get taxes from each liter sold at
the pump. In fact this is where the majority of their taxes come from in some nations.The
main difference between protozoa and algae is that protozoa are heterotrophic, animal-like
organisms whereas algae are autotrophic, plant-like organisms. This means protozoa ingest
organic molecules by phagocytosis while algae produce their own food by photosynthesis.
12. Algae lives in symbiosis with coral reefs globally and produce the majority of our air supply. Coral
bleaching is a sign of human impact on the Equilibrium and this delicate balance is required to
sustain all life on planet Earth. More than half of our oxygen comes from algae. To rewild the planet
we need to increase hemp as well as algae on our land as well as in the oceans. Whales also rely on
algae to stay alive as they create an abundant food source and are the beginning of the food chain
that supplies fish and other aquatic creatures in the oceans.

Conclusion:

HEMP- ALGAE – FUNGI- MYCELLIUM-PLANTS and TREES are what creates the first
algorithm. Air. Without these ...all life would perish on our planet Earth. That's why we need
them. That's why we need to protect and nurture them and create a new economic system to
support them. They use photosynthesis to convert carbon into oxygen. And without them we



would have no fossil fuels and no soil. The current crisis we are experiencing is due to a lack
of plants on the planet. That is why we must “plantify” the Earth and its oceans to solve
climate change caused by industrialisation and human impact.
On the blockchain we call this…” Proof of Ethics “… and using advanced satellite imaging
we can verify the planting and maintaining of each plant in each square metre of the Planet. 
WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY!!! -  
Algae ..a plant… keeps us all alive. More than half of the planet!

It gives us oxygen to breathe and food to eat. When a coral bleaching event occurs
anywhere in the world. The algae dies. That's why it looks white. Because there's no algae
left. In the Red Sea- more than half has disappeared in the last 50 years or less. The
problem is ...nobody even knows the connection between the two. Bleaching and the death
of algae go hand in hand. Our efforts must be two pronged to save the planet. One on the
land and one on the oceans…earthoceans.
9. FUNGI : 
Fungi (singular: fungus) are a kingdom of usually multicellular eukaryotic organisms that are 
heterotrophs (cannot make their own food) and have important roles in nutrient cycling in an
ecosystem. Fungi reproduce both sexually and asexually, and they also have symbiotic
associations with plants and bacteria. 
Fungus, plural fungi, any of about 144,000 known species of organisms of the kingdom
Fungi, which includes the yeasts, rusts, smuts, mildews, moulds, and mushrooms. There are
also many funguslike organisms, including slime moulds and oomycetes (water moulds), that
do not belong to kingdom Fungi but are often called fungi. Many of these funguslike
organisms are included in the kingdom Chromista. Fungi are among the most widely
distributed organisms on Earth and are of great environmental and medical importance.
Many fungi are free-living in soil or water; others form parasitic or symbiotic relationships
with plants or animals. 
All organic material goes back to the Earth and is absorbed by the mycelium that lives inside
the ground… this underground network eats all the matter..composts it and converts it into
proteins and sugars and then decides who to feed and who not.. the roots of these trees and
plants then suck it up and utilize it to grow bigger… and then the trees through their leaves
exhale ..oxygen...which WE breath in… the only difference between algae and trees and
fungi really is its structure. 
So without light..none of these organisms could live very long and consequently all life on
Earth would die out. We could live in darkness with processed food… but it wouldn't be too
long before we too would succumb. It is said that fungi can dissolve plastics and even
radioactive wastes and cancer… whether it can or not we need to study this more and find
ways to employ these organisms into the eco system as a whole. This is true science. Acting
as a mirror of what already exists..and making it better ! 
Fungi have the potential of dissolving almost all of our toxic waste on Earth.( including the
hardest- radioactive waste) 
1O. BACTERIA: 
Bacteria are small single-celled organisms. Bacteria are found almost everywhere on Earth
and are vital to the planet's ecosystems. Though small, bacteria are powerful and complex.
They can also survive in extreme conditions. Bacteria have a tough protective coating that
boosts their resistance to white blood cells in the body.
Bacteria feed in different ways. Heterotrophic bacteria, or heterotrophs, get their energy
through consuming organic carbon. Most absorb dead organic material, such as
decomposing flesh. Some of these parasitic bacteria kill their host, while others help them. 
Bacteria and fungi are two types of microscopic organisms. The main difference between
bacteria and fungi is that bacteria are unicellular prokaryotic organisms whereas fungi are
multicellular eukaryotic organisms. Both bacteria and fungi contain DNA as their genetic
material. 
Similarities Between Bacteria and Fungi 
Both bacteria and fungi are microscopic organisms. 



The genetic material of both bacteria and fungi is DNA. 
Both bacteria and fungi are heterotrophs. 
Both bacteria and fungi can be saprophytes or parasites. 
Both bacteria and fungi are composed of a cell wall, which is made up of polysaccharides.
Both bacteria and fungi require warmth, moisture, and nutrients for growth. Both bacteria
and fungi can be either useful or harmful.
 
11. GLOCAL : Official definition: of or relating to the interconnection of global and local
issues, factors, etc.: a glocal conference on community development…of or relating to the
tailoring of globally available products and services to local markets: a glocal sales strategy.
Unofficially: To be glocal means to be interconnected through the mycelium network and the
hive mind to be more effective locally and to realise everything impacts everything. 
12. Critical mass & Tipping Point - critical mass is where enough of the weight of opinion
and understanding has reached a level where things are going to change and the tipping
point is where they do. 
To rewild our planet we must find a way to produce or grow and to direct these mostly
asexual organisms to consume waste products by humans and CO2 and to create more
oxygen. With the new blockchain technology and satellite imaging we can both verify and
prove ethical behaviour of humanity. And NFTs have the potential to get rid of bank
accounts, title deeds, tickets, passwords, and passports forever. 

4. PART ONE: EDUCATION 

A. What is Climate Change & the Big Lie?

“The now obvious global threat was most often referred to as “The greenhouse effect” through
the first half of the twentieth century. Although Svante Arrhenius discovered the
phenomena in 1896, he variously called it “climate fluctuations, climate warming,
greenhouse warming,” and even “dangerous warming.” Ref Climate Change Is a Lie - The
Good Men Project
The word “science “means ...”to know” and as Socrates once said…the only thing I know is
that I know nothing. Therefore, if what we know is not an absolute…then science too is not
an absolute. It changes. What information we have now base don the data we have now –
like when this corona virus hit humanity… changes.
So what in fact do we actually know about what is happening to the climate? and what is the
“Big Lie?” – to start off it all began with the speech to congress about the greenhouse effect
from “ I could be wrong “ Carl Sagan – who got his facts wrong. He compared Venus which
has a 97% CO2 atmosphere to Earth which has gone from 0.03 to0.04% CO2 atmosphere
as a critical threat to humanity. Its not. In fact it is better to use the term “ climate impact” or “
climate crisis” – but its not the level of CO2 that is causing this crisis. It is the fact that we are
not putting enough plants in the ground to create soil and evapotranspiration and ground
cover. And yes..we are using too much fossil fuels and this in turn is having an impact on our
oceans. The big lie was created by British Petroleum in 2004 with the invention of the
“carbon footprint “and later the carbon calculator. In 1992 I postulated instead of a
carbon tax we should pay an oxygen tax because countries that have a lot of forests are
saving the Earth indirectly and producing oxygen for all of us to breathe. But even that is too
simplistic.
We know a lot more than we did then in 1992 in Rio at the EARTH SUMMIT. Or at the first
Earth Summit in 1972 in Sweden. COP or” Conference of the Parties” which took over
from the Earth Summit initiative kicked off in Berlin in 1995 and its highlights over the years
have been the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Climate Accord… all have largely been a
waste of time and energy and money… mostly due to the exclusivity of its structure.
However, it is making some impact globally on a political scale- but not enough. It must open

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Svante-Arrhenius
https://goodmenproject.com/featured-content/climate-change-is-a-lie/
https://goodmenproject.com/featured-content/climate-change-is-a-lie/


itself up to the masses. It cannot continue to be an exclusive club like Davos. But getting
back to Brazil- it started off pretty good in the 70s with alternative and sustainable
development.
I know this because I visited the INPA (Institute de Pescados des Amazones) in 92 which
was based in Manaus and had the most experienced scientists of the time studying the
Amazon… but guess what… they too were wrong! YES- scientists no matter how clever they
think they are…get it wrong!
In those days they said the Amazon supplied one third of our oxygen and that 25% of the
forest had been burn or cut down making way for hamburgers… and MacDonald’s and
timber harvesting and gold mining… it was overzealous politics played by political
environmental scientists with a global agenda. This like Carl Sagan and many others gave a
wrong view and perpetuated ..” the big lie” of climate change” – a misnomer in its
description. Even Prince Charles visited INPA and got the same (wrong) facts… Al Gore who
was present in the congressional hearings delivered by SAGAN took up the mantle and
wrote his book an “Inconvenient Truth”- nice title … it is inconvenient to exclude the majority
of humanity from such an important issue such as climate change.
The REAL TRUTH about climate change or climate impact is that it is global industries that
have created this crisis only to control us more by uniting us in a global crisis which is easily
solvable. It’s like a drug dealer saying… “I’m just selling drugs- its not my fault..if you didn’t
buy these drugs … you would not have global warming. You need to stop buying my drugs…
and if I didn’t sell them- someone else would!” – that’s how a drug dealer justifies his
business. We are the gas addicts.
We need gas to drive our cars and stay warm in the winter... and guess what. We need
pesticides and plastics which are the by products or off products of the fossil fuels industry.
we need the energy to fuel our power plants so we can keep the lights on… renewables well
they are too unreliable. we cannot rely on them..and nuclear..well – its too dangerous… we
cant use them.. so we are stuck as addicts to fuel… fossil fuel being pumped from the
ground .. depleting the cartilages of Earth until we get regular Earthquakes and even
Tsunami’s and ocean acidification-
In truth science cannot tell us what oil pumping does to our tectonic plates… to our
atmosphere… and to our general quality of life...there is a threshold of what is enough… the
big question is…have we reached that threshold or not? Do we have another 1000 years to
keep pumping oil and mining coal..or 100? Maybe we don’t have anything at all… but if its
only carbon to worry about… then we have nothing to worry about at all..in 100 years of
burning fossil fuels on this planet.. the greenhouse effect has only increased by 0.1 % of the
whole. ..which is negligible. I repeat. The total percentage of CO 2 is 0.4% of the entire
atmosphere. Not 97% like Venus. Carl Sagan was wrong.
SO, there must be another reason why the fossil fuel industry is so dangerous for our mutual
existence. Why is   a consensus to make electric cars? Why is everyone pushing for a green
economy…? It sounds good… and we all want to live in a healthy environment. By the
way… birds were falling from trees in Mexico City in the 80s. Some pundits swore that
climate change would destroy humanity by the year 2000. It didn’t. But this does not mean
we are not in trouble as humanity when it comes to the state of the climate. It is a crisis. But
it is largely geopolitical. It doesn’t give the oil companies a pass. We have a crisis. And we
must get off our drug dependency of fossil fuels. But the answer to global warming is
simpler. We must find a gold standard by which we can govern humanity and its economy.
To manage our resources better than we are doing so today. To make what we do not a
consuming economy but a symbiotic one. I call this Environomism or environomics.
We must progressively wean ourselves off from this dependency through new technologies
such as hydrogen fuel cells- fusion energy and SMR or small to medium sized reactors. WE
cannot ignore the signs all over the planet of the effects of human industrialisation on the
environment. We must get it right and get the science right and not be afraid to ask the right
questions when those questions need to be asked.  If the ice caps are melting ..why is it?
Could it be that there’s not enough plants on the planet to create the evapotranspiration
required to produce rainfall?



Let’s get to the root cause not the some other politically expedient reason to change our
behaviour. In Spain all the trees were cut down during the times of the Armada. Then
monoculture replaced biodiversity and pig farms – pesticides and over consumption of water
resources and the degradation of the soils by not replacing nitrogen into them or planting the
right crops… all reduced rainfall and increased land temperatures… there are many reasons
..but the long and the short of it is that over 500 years the Spanish government depleted its
natural forests and reduced its evapotranspiration which creates clouds… and reduces the
land temperatures… today we have temperatures of over 50 degrees in Cordoba. Too high.
If we are to reverse the climate impact and reduce global warming and the ppm – parts per
million below current levels ( it is currently at its highest recorded level in 3 million years)  it
must start with what we call “ plantifying” the Earth and fragmenting the hegemony of the
ones that are drilling out the fossil fuels that are being burned or processed for human
consumption. Instead of “mineralising” consumption we should plantify it and remove
carbon from the atmosphere. The big lie is that we as consumers are the ones at fault.
Instead of putting money into changing direction companies like BP spend less than 3% on
alternatives. They have spent their abundance on shifting the blame and pointing the finger
at us.
By redefining value we see that we are not separated from our planet but intrinsically
sentient to it. The Earth can survive or replenish itself over time... but humanity cannot. If we
succumb to nuclear war then our descendants will pay the price or become extinct
altogether. And this is the responsibility of the ones in charge...who lead us and make
important decisions. We have workable alternatives and can meet our energy requirements
if our resources are manged properly. The climate crisis will need more than a yearly get
together by the world’s elite. It needs a new way. And this is what we are proposing here.
By definition the universe is constantly changing all the time. Like science. Humanity is
moving and evolving fast and yet slow. Oil takes time to become oil. Perhaps even millions
of years. Plants do not. Despite oil coming from plants and animals… what we are doing is
polluting the planet too fast. Not managing resources properly and not implementing Earth
saving and climate saving principles. The key to reversing this effect is all in the hands of the
ones involved in fossil fuel products and its by-products. We can make it right collectively.
Glocally. Economically. Politically. Psychologically. But it will need mass action now.

B. A Brief History of the Earth: 

Some people say we all spontaneously developed and came out of the oceans...the seas…
salt water. Others say we were magically formed from the dust of the Earth in the Image of
God who IS Love. Others say we are not here but are all living in a software programme- a
“simulation”. That elevated beings have no need for physical bodies and that we are
savages still living in the 3rd dimension. Then there are others who say we came from
starseeds in other galaxies far far away… and somehow travelled through space and time
faster than the speed of light and warped our way into this dimension… 
But nobody can tell you unequivocally what is true and what is not...they may state it or
believe it or know it...but truly the only way to know is through direct experience or
knowledge and normally it must be backed up by hard irrefutable evidence.

Now some people may say that science is irrefutable or the word of God in paper form…
others may say they channelled the knowledge, or it was revealed to them by a mysterious
angel… but in truth… we can only know with our own direct personal experience. And even
then- its subjective and no one will believe you. Even if you pretend to be a guru- if you
haven’t been enlightened… you’ll never know the real truth. Assuming that truth is
Omniversal and Absolute. TRUTH as we know it is a collective agreement. And this truth is
what creates society itself and morality. It’s a set of rules of what is real and what is not. The
boundaries we create in our own minds with fixed ideas and pre programming from birth.



So, what is the history of this planet we call Earth? Why is it alone amongst the stars as an
incredible lifeboat in a desert of lifeless stars unreachable by any technology we now have? 
The word SCIENCE… means “to know” – but as the most clever philosopher of all time once
said - (Socrates) - “ the only thing I know ..is I know nothing!” this was as a result of a chat
one day at the “placa”or plaza..in Athens about how many teeth were inside the donkey
approaching them. 
Myself, I have travelled the world and spoken to many gurus and mystics and saints and
ordinary people… I have used many psychotropic medicines to find this truth and everything
I know has to come from what I have experienced and know more. And even then… if my
perception was wrong at the time and I was deceived .. I will only truly know when I leave
this mortal coil… 
The Buddhists and the Hindus believe in many gods or a supreme being or the Siddhi – the
enlightened masters. To some for example the “new age” … they don't believe in the concept
of good and evil as we know it… but what is a direct consequence of our actions on the
living material plane. In this way it frees us up to not live in the restrictive ambience of
religious constrictions… and that's why ..partly- because there's always a price… It's partly
why the new tek is being downloaded every day from the ether by people like Elon musk. It's
already there… it's just an opening of the mind... awakening…if we look at the history of the
planet… look no further than its discoveries of breakthroughs like TV – discovered in
Hastings and in America more or less at the same time… but even innovation cannot bring
satisfaction if you've sold your soul to the highest bidder...no amount of good work can bring
you true personal peace… it's only found in complete surrender.
In the case of around half the world's population that is to a supreme being.
But what or who is this supreme being and why are we fighting each other over it? – if
indeed it exists and we are not the product of our own projections.
Islam- Christianity and Judaism all believe in ONE Almighty God who spoke one day in the
vast expanse of the multiverse and said… “ Let there be Light!” and then his spoken word
became flesh and blood and dwelt amongst us..that man is Jesus Christ who otherwise was
called Emmanuel or God is with us. YESHUA.
Then of course you have the pagan beliefs and the indigenous peoples or first nations who
some say came from another dimension… the Hopi call it the “fourth world” and its located
near the Grand Canyon… from here souls pass through a portal into another world…
completely different with different physical laws than our own… others talk about “ our
starseed relations… in other words we are stardust. Brought here.
In my own travels to speak to Sufi mystics in Lefke in North Cyprus or Mount Athos and all
the holy sites of Orthodoxy… or the Gerondas/staretz – spiritual guides who stand before the
icons of Mary – Jesus and at times Joseph… tell of a Lost Eden that shifts in another
dimension from place to place… in 1997 they said it was over Mongolia… and to some they
call this SHAMBALA – the Lost Horizon where space and time meet and all bodies that have
ascended are glowing with golden stars and light and vibrating at high frequencies as they
pray night and day for more souls to come into the Kingdom of God… which could be
compared to Nirvana… or Paradise… but remember there is a difference … -the 8 fold path
that Buddha spoke of … also relates to the good deeds or mitzvah of the Hebrews and the
kabbalists… and yes, even the 5 or 6 pillars of Islam and the teachings of Christ. Some of
these mystics ..and I've met many… sit in a cave in complete darkness… and brick
themselves up … leaving only a hole for food and water to come through… or waste …
some spend only 3 and a half years in this self made prison to come closer to the divine
light… Some spend 5000 euros on a package holiday to live in a dark cave… in truth.. we
can only surmise according to the Bible that since Eden isnt destroyed … but exists on
Earth… that its existence is unknown to us because of our low frequencies. And our sinful
ways.
Then others may go for an Ayahuasca journey or a mushroom trip… or take LSD… Some
may wander naked in the desert for 3 years like Isaiah the prophet or sit on a pillar for 20
years like St Simon… these spiritual athletes unfortunately … have got most of it upside
down. Yes, it's good to be ascetic. To follow the path of self-abnegation… but in truth… truth



comes to you first because of a desire and second because you are open to it coming to
you…you don't block your mind with fixed ideas but unlock your mind ..and your spirit to the
miracle and place your mind into your heart. Thus confounding all logic.
The Sinai desert is a very special place because it is here that the law of Moses was given to
a Man- MOSES. We cannot say for certain which mountain it was he received..but it doesn't
matter. There are holy churches of brick and mortar and stone that say ..this is the right
place on your Disneyland map of must see spiritual places.. So we answer the question of
life and we understand the history of the planet. What do we know ? 

1. WELCOME “ OM !”-There is no place like Home. 
We can imagine another planet with crystal surfboards and silicone bodies cruising on green
sand… but in truth… there isn't a more beautiful planet in the Universe like Earth.
Sometimes how we treat each other causes us to imagine a better world where we can all
telepathically communicate and there cannot exist pain because we share it with each other
and don't escalate it… But again..that's a science fiction story… This Earth is so beautiful. It
has so many natural wonders that if we were to live 1000 years or more… or 10 000 we
wouldn't see it all nor could we appreciate it as much. 
This really is it. 
2. Science is not an exact discipline 
Science states we were sporadically and spontaneously formed out of a chemical and we
were once upon a time… an amoeba which was divided into two cells… It says that we are
physically evolving and offers proof in the form of the mutation of lizard species and others…
It says we crawled out of the sea as a blob and then swung from trees in Africa before
shortening our limbs and walking on two legs instead of four because the weather changed.
It says this happened quite remarkably here by a complete accident and it happened to
millions of species here on Earth because of the food they ate and the place they lived…that
we can all prove this by carbon dating and looking at the fossils trapped in hard rock or in the
ice of Siberia. 
And anyone that disagrees is a conspiracy theorist and should be banned from Facebook
and twitter… and not invited to elegant dinners of the sophisticated. Cancelled. No
Hollywood contracts or visas to the high life of society. If you don't believe in Darwin as your
personal Lord and Saviour...then you are in denial. 
That's rational science. It's apolitical and areligious and takes no prisoners. It's absolutist but
is often wrong. But it's what we know at the time. It can be improved. It's the truth...logic... 
TRULY? 
Whenever, I find someone trying to force any kind of doctrine in my mouth and down my
throat. it just makes me ask more and more questions… and as far as science is
concerned… it’s not a perfect discipline. Everyone knows that. 
The only thing Creationists and Evolutionists agree on is the Big Bang… but it hasn't got
much further than that since 19 hundred and dot. They are still arguing the toss. 
3. God is still around. 
In Creation theory or teaching it believes in ONE God that made everything in 7 days as we
experience it today. Before that there was nothing. Just a void. For nihilists and atheists
..they believe we all go into a sleep..a darkness with no memory..nothing.. and this is a good
thing. … just nothingness. 
Because there are no consequences to sin and no good or evil. For Hindus we go one step
further… There are millions of gods..everything is a god. You and I are gods… infinite,
eternal and consequently being reborn into something else every lifetime until we stop the
karmic wheel of cause and effect and like Buddha..ascend into the void..or the
light..depending on which strain of spirituality you follow. Having stone or wood statues or
pictures all help us to focus our energy and our prayers… 
But others believe that one man has conquered the cycle of birth and death and all religions
will be reconciled to HIM…
- in this case..the Messiah..for there is no jew or gentile..all are ONE in Messiah.. AND some
say you must give them all your money or at least 10% on Sundays after the collection plate



passes around to be blessed and get a good seat in heaven… others of course believe in
the 5th ascended master who is the embodiment of Jesus..the Maitreya.. who brings real
peace on Earth and good will to all men..and others like the sufis believe the Jews will build
a temple in Jerusalem and then Jesus will reign like a king over the whole earth and judge
the wicked..and send them to perdition ..hell eternally separated from God the source.
It's a frightening thing if you don't repent and see the error of your ways.. or if you don't
believe in right or wrong like the new age … good and evil doesn't exist..it just means being
reborn again into a mosquito or a dolphin depending how good you have been on this plane
of existence. 
So you better live a bloody good life or else you are in deep shit. Just like Adam… but this
time for keeps. There are dire consequences for your actions. Or is there? What about
Grace?
There are so many questions … so much unknowing… darkness in the quest for
knowledge... but in truth..you cannot experience the light until you experience it. Until it
comes into your heart..and you touch it… then you will know what TRUE love truly is.. and
this goes beyond science… and the outer world and is so fantastic that most scientists
cannot accept its simplicity… 
For me… I know what I know and this because I have experienced it on my own. Nobody
forced or coerced me. It just came like water to a cup. It filled me and unlocked my spiritual
Man. A man we all possess. But it's so hard to become like a child again and to keep this
relationship going because we all fall short of the glory of God.. we don't get it..and
sometimes we prefer to take the easy path and not think about it too much.. but life ...like
death or separation exists and in the course of many travels either fasting on a cliff in Mossel
Bay or on a bathroom floor in Mexico City being robbed… 
GOD is everywhere. And miracles do and will continue to happen … it's all about
relationship..and Grace..and DIVINE Unconditional Love… and once you realize what it is…
then all the books in the world cannot teach you anything more.You just need to be and hold
that being…feeling and knowing. Being in the infinite now is being in the infinite truth.
Knowledge is great like magik ..but it only deals with this living material 3D plane and not the
spiritual plane of another world and another dimension. To the majority of the world..these
beliefs are foolish and childish… too easy…
But it works for me. 
Does GOD exist? To make it real for everyone we decided to include God in this new
Earth… to some it is the Source… and to others.
It's simply the Universe.To some it is Openness or ONE ness..to others it is LOVE… but we
do not have an adequate explanation yet of why we are here and what keeps us all alive…
not yet.. and so … the 8 th algorithm is SOURCE. The Earth is a highly developed biological
computer operating from dynamic principles and formulas and algorithms to sustain the
equilibrium we call ..LIFE. And this is the story… returning to our source…
And if this is so… This Love created the history of this planet and cannot be disputed. All the
sadness and misery you see in really beings going away from the source… away from the
light..and embracing darkness..nihilism… and by doing so peace is promised..no more
struggle and you sail through life existing on the system like a parasite… using existing laws
but denying the existence of its source… worshipping the sign and not the signer… 
the creature and not the creator… Because everything once you understand it ..all comes
from the source ..the source of all life. And this is a truth only you must experience for
yourself. Nobody can tell you or convince you..only your own conscience.And this in
essence is the root cause of all conflicts and wars on our tiny Earth.
Yes… we must even REWILD WAR & PEACE.… and disease and conflict again and burn it
in the light… to do this we must understand the Equilibrium. And understand the SOURCE of
love..light and of true peace. Between all living beings. It is our lifes mission.
4. Love is the Greatest 
Love however you look at it can be experienced by anyone and any sentient being on the
planet. But in humans we become conscious of this fluid in a different way. We see so many
hypocrisies in ourselves and in religions and we can't put the pieces of the puzzle together



because it simply doesn't fit. The greatest Spirituality follows the way of the heart and IS
love. We know it because we can feel it unequivocally. We know that we know that we know.
No matter what because LOVE is the greatest thing known to Man and all the technology in
the world can't replace it. No machine can duplicate it… and so we know that to sustain life
we all must return to the source of love by our thoughts, our words and our actions. The
history of this planet has been a struggle between ego and divine love. It is only when we
surrender the I that we experience the WE. And what are we ? It is all of us- together. It is
what glues us all together..and therefore… It is the greatest algorithm of all. LOVE. 
To End: 
So Humankind has looked upon the stars at night since time began… and thought… “ Am I
alone?” The New Age has tried to invent new theories and as time has gone by...most of
these theories have disappeared into the ether. In fact at the beginning of my travels I went
into a big bookshop in Amsterdam with a friend where you could buy any book printed… and
since he was a seasoned traveller I asked him… which book of the new age is the greatest
one? - He replied none. 
I've read them all. Mostly the information is all within us. But, I asked if I want to change the
world – is there any book you could recommend? He replied… OK- And he pointed to one…
I looked at the cover title- “STEAL THIS BOOK!” - “It’s the last one he said.” We both
laughed. In truth there are many good books to read that can bring you knowledge. And
there are many gurus around to bring you knowledge. But in the end ..you must find your
own answers by listening to the small still voice you call your conscience. 
The world's existing religions are followed mostly by people who stop asking the right
questions and simply believe and pass it on because it works for them. Essentially, we are at
a point in our history where things are not looking too good for the human race, and it is
obvious it's not working as we thought it would. It doesn't matter which religion you choose…
there is only ONE true way that will bring you to the truth you need… 
“The Way of The Heart!” 
- the history of the world is written in blood, sweat, toil and tears. But now it must change.
We cannot keep falling into this mind trap anymore and let our fears control our progress
through the stars. We are not alone. The Earth and you are all biological computers with set
algorithms and many many civilisations have come and gone throughout the eons of time.
We have signs of them. If this existence is a test then the biggest one is to learn to live
together. The history of Earth is a constant struggle to become sentient.

Technologies that no longer exist such as lasers and levitation facilitators. Spend some time
in Egypt and go visit a few museums and see how the hieroglyphs were cut in granite
stone..with what? Or visit the Amazon Forest and find below the surface remnants of ancient
civilisations that were far advanced. Human beings may have come from other galaxies..we
may be living in a matrix civilisations with reptiles in control… who knows? But the truth is we
are ALL created in the IMAGE of God ..and there is no Jew or gentile..no black or white..no
Ukrainian or Russian… we are all ONE in Messiah..this godhead we call: “PERFECTED” –
and if there is no perfect human being alive…

- We do know one thing… together we are perfected … and if there is love or a god on this
planet… then GOD IS ...LOVE! And this is how we must write the future of the planet and
learn from its past to bring this love into being...stop killing ..stop misery..stop war… stop
waste… stop egotism… stop any negative behaviour patterns and show some solidarity to
one another. 

“There is no perfect human being but a perfected humanity in one being…one human being.”

“The greatest moments in human history have been when the unknown has become known and the
oppressed have been freed and liberated from their mental slavery!”ALV



In each moment of our day to day lives we can all begin to give a little more and to learn to live in
abundance by this giving. And in this… we shall all be free! The history of the Earth is written in each
of us and in our DNA. We are all the dreams and all the traumas of the human experience from the
beginning of consciousness until this very moment. Being awake to this compels us to make it better
for all. Because we are created in the image of the Divine.
Therefore, I thank Us.
Aslan
******************************
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5.PART TWO : MOBILISATION 
6. PART THREE MANIFESTATION 
d. VERIFYING PROOF OF ETHICS 
1. THE HONOR SYSTEM : 
Definition: An honor system or honesty system is a philosophical way of running a variety of
endeavors based on trust, honor, and honesty. 
A person engaged in an honour system has a strong negative concept of breaking or going
against it. The negatives may include community shame, loss of status, loss of a personal
sense of integrity and pride or in extreme situations, banishment from one's community. We
did it in our permaculture village and it worked. It was around 90 to 100% effective. Since
2018 this system has spread all around Switzerland, but we were practising in the Jura way
before then. Around 2015 with jams etc. 
It would not work in an open market. At least not without years of trials. Therefore , I must
give it only a 4 out of ten. Maybe even less in practice. However, we will include
it.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCNaGqRwxGU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honor_system 
I have seen how this works in Switzerland. It works on the whole around 80% of the time
when people who use it already know that it is based on doing the right thing. But in a
random world , this percentage would drop to around 50%… or less. So we will have to
create a second or third tier of verification. 
2. RANDOM TESTING 
What we propose is to create a random verification generator. “RVG “. This would verify the
GPS randomly and be generated via existing RTG technologies. For example , the GPS
coordinates or the symbols of the 8 algorithms would be inputted into the RTG voila...a
number would then be generated. 
For example: 1. Here is a converter into short code including letters – but it has one
problem… How do you convert letters? 
So if we buy a token – it is essentially a number on the blockchain… as is the IP address its
bought from… but it's long. The GPS coordinate says .. There's something going on in this
location. That is.. a seed was planted… a token released as a result. But it wasn't watered..



or it was cut down.. there are many factors that don't prove the person verifying ethics was
unethical or dishonest. 
Therefore , it cannot be that a GPS can determine ethics. It is only a location. Therefore, it
must be at the point of the transaction when the seed or the polyp or coral is bought. A
number is generated. As a receipt as well as the intended tile of the Earth its going to be
planted in. The buyer can select this. And can buy it at any time. 
Example 2 An older system of tiling : 
https://www.rigacci.org/wiki/doku.php/tecnica/gps_cartografia_gis/ve 
https://www.google.com/search?channel=fs&client=ubuntu&q=how+to+create+a+tile+syste
m+of+earth#kpvalbx=_qoZNYo_8DsfeaquDn6AF13 
Here is a newer tek but it costs and is not easy to use. 
https://www.bluemarblegeo.com/knowledgebase/global-mapper-23/Get_Started.htm 
Tiles are used in different ways but we intend to REWILD the planet by allocating individual
tiles of around 1o km squared. All this will be developed in open source github and with start
up capital. 
Eg https://github.com/proj4js/mgrs 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Geodetic_System 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercator_projection
A grid map where anyone can invest in , receive a GPS coordinate as a receipt and then not
only receive a trade-able token but another is automatically generated. Each token has a 2
year life span where it has to be held before being sold. Like a tree that springs up from a
seed . It must first become a seedling or coraling before being outplanted into the forest
whether that be on the oceans ( coral reefs( or the land ( forests of plants or trees) 
The purchase of that coordinate and the success rate in planting is another thing. But what
has to be verified is the purchase. To do that universally is too much of an undertaking – but
each tile will have a number and this is inputted into the RTG which is linked to a special
number given to each registered person. That is how it works. 
If there are 8 billion people on the planet 
There are many applications to calculate this eg 
https://www.gislounge.com/make-tile-grid-map-using-google-sheets/ 
https://www.gislounge.com/make-tile-grid-map-using-google-sheets/ 
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/49740633/show-grid-as-military-map-style-on-the-googl
e-map 
https://www.maptiler.com/google-maps-coordinates-tile-bounds-projection/#3/15.00/50.00 
So the answer is simple. Create a grid map using tiles to cover the planet and add
information of value. From 0- to 10. 10 being perfect. 5 average … and this is where the
potential client purchases his or her seed to plant. 
And once the purchase is completed. A token is generated. Now it is up to the development
team to use this system of random generation to verify if indeed the seeds are being planted
and maintained. But it is only with on the ground verification that the system actually works.
Using this process we can reduce the odds of unethical behaviour. 
https://www.dcode.fr/open-location-code 
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR : Generates random numbers from input of numbers or
symbols. 
Random.org. 
RANDOM.ORG - True Random Number Service 
UNIVERSAL RANDOM TEST GENERATOR-{ URTG} : A paper written in 2005 to create a
universal and not pseudo random generator to make it fair for all. 
https://www.computer.org/csdl/proceedings-article/vlsid/2005/22640207/12OmNxX3uqb
RANDOM TEST GENERATOR ( RTG): To ensure the proof of ethics system is honorable we
should generate a test randomly alongside existing ones. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_test_generator 
https://mdpi-res.com/d_attachment/entropy/entropy-24-00139/article_deploy/entropy-24-001
39.pdf 
3. REGISTRATION OF CLIENT 



Therefore, when the client registers he or she is given a number. This number remains with
them as long as they are on the system. This unique number can also be randomly
generated. Verification comes all randomly ...like rolling a dice.The biggest problem has
been to create a random code that cannot be duplicated. 
But with new technological systems and software not only can we map out the rewilding of
the planet, but we can also generate new tokens as each token is purchased. This proof of
ethics can therefore be verified randomly using the RTG and combined with the honour
system and registration we have a near full proof security system. 
If unethical behaviour is detected we can work on a 3 strike system to ensure the client
remains part of the system and is not outcast. 
The aim of this verification system is to : 
1.Verify transactions and POE ( proof of Ethics) 
2. Generate new tokens. ( One for one) 
3. Ensure it isn't being abused by the 1 %or two percent who try to hack it. 4. Allocate P.IN.
Personal Identifiable Number to allocate an account. 
5. Create Confidence that it's possible to save our planet. 
4. NFT PASSPORT - In future your identification and passwords and bank account will all be
unlocked by your own personal NFT. If it already hasnt been devised it will be. 
……………………………………………………………………... 
5. SATELLITE VERIFICATION 
With the advent of satellite imagery from near earth orbit satellites we can take pictures from
space of objects as tiny as a plate. Or a person. Or a coral. Or a tree. This occurs once the
random test is generated on the purchase of each first token. Or it can happen on each 10th
or 100th transaction. It all depends on costs and ease of execution. Taking satellite images
to verify war crimes was and is being used right now and therefore...it's possible and in two
more years it will be a lot cheaper and even more accurate once Starlink goes global. 
Top 20 Free Satellite Imagery Sources: Update For 2021 (eos.com) 
Further Security : 
I think remembering the 12 words method is temporary, complicated and pointless and we
can do better than this. Each person is unique and we must find out the DNA code of each
person or what makes that person identifiable. 
This may include DOB & Gender or just a random number generated to increase security. 
However, if the area to be cultivated is “tiled” and “labelled” by sequential number- all the
RTG has to do is generate an equal number on the grid… and this is the coordinate of the
tile to be verified or given or both. 
It may be that proof of ethics has to take place immediately by generating a coordinate for
verification. These are both operational and security issues. 
Registration therefore is the starting point of verification. If 1000 people register each day
and 100000 plants are planted… 1000 verifications take place. We also have to factor in
costs and time factors. 
True security can only be achieved once we are able to identify that person 100% . This may
be a genome number … it could also be an eye scan or fingerprint. Security can cross
reference quite easily without putting the burden on the client to remember stuff. We are
going to have to rewild how we keep things safe. 
This happens by doing. 
However, what happens when you are registered but you want to buy 10 000 Wooshas or
WU? 
The answer is that 1 verification takes place… the FIRST one!- OR the 10th- or the
1000th... 
Thus each person is given a randomly generated coordinate or sequential number already
on the system-linked to their PIN. They can also choose this tile. 
Once registered in the first quarter of 2.5 years it receives airdrops at any time as the new
love economy comes into being and grows. 



Each first coin given or sold creates or generates a tiled number on the grid for verification.
Eg 134933 may generate 3489398. Each tile has a number. It then generates another
number once the first tile is bought from the first transaction. This is the verification.
The VERIFICATION is then made by email or phone- then physically by SATELLITE
IMAGING! If the client has broken ethics then he or she receives a FIRST warning. Or is
simply cut off. Nowadays satellite imaging can take photos – accurate pictures from space to
within a metre. By 2024 this technology will be ready to put an accurate imaging verification
process into being. Thus this will save a lot of leg work and every coin can be verified
accurately. If we decide to go with the warning system it will show on that person's account
three times before being suspended for 6 months or a year. 
He or she then has to reapply for the suspension to be removed once that time is up. Each
transaction on its first one is more expensive than the others. The first one therefore is for
example 10 USD .. whereas the second is 1 USD. Depending on the market value of the
WU. 
Using the blockchain tek we can also reverse engineer it to ensure safety and security of any
monies deposited in the “bank vaults' ' of the oceans and the forests of the Earth. 
CORAL – TREES OR PLANTS – it makes no difference. This is about creating points of
carbon collection all across the planet..(carbon credits.) 
Each of the 20 trillion tiles on the grid are ALL equal. Same price. 
On any one tile we can replant more and more and even more than one plant… so we go
with the minimum necessary to sequestrate the carbon and clean the air. 
But to find out more we are going to have to examine the numbers! 
4.THE NUMBERS AND THE CODE 
Stable Datum: 
1.There are 510 million kilometers on Earth or 510 billion square meters. 
2. One plant- one coral or one tree needs to be planted in an area of 2 billion hectares by
2035 or sooner. 
3. Bitcoin, the pioneer of crypto currency, is actually digital cash. All transactions can be
cross checked. 
4. With around 7.2 billion to 8 billion people on the planet we need to cap it to preserve the
Equilibrium to 10 billion human beings to rewild the planet successfully to avert a mass
extinction. 
5. Any new currency in the love economy must include the world's “unbanked.” 
6. There is currently around 15 billion tons of CO2 gas being deposited each year into the
atmosphere that is unaccounted for. The current rate of 43 billion tons is likely to increase
unless we reduce our annual consumption and increase our carbon sequestration
dramatically. 
7. 1 hectare is 10 thousand metres squared. That's 10 000 tiles each with a unique number.
Each tile represents one plant- coral or tree. 
8. Hemp sequesters or captures 15 billion tons of CO2 or 4 times the amount of trees and
can be sold as a carbon credit by the planter. 
9. To reduce carbon emissions we need 3 things to happen : 
1. REDUCE CONSUMPTION OF FOSSIL FUELS AND FOSSIL FUEL PRODUCTS. Eg oil,
gas, plastics, pesticides . 
2. SEQUESTRATE EXISTING CO2 GASES EACH YEAR BY A MINIMUM OF 15 BILLION
TONS. A REVERSAL. 
3. REVERSE CUMULATIVE EFFECTS BY SEQUESTRATION OF NEW GASES EACH
YEAR BY STOPPING AN INCREASE. HIT FLATLINE. 
Therefore we calculate each year we need to capture 30 billion tons of C02. 
10. The current human population has to be reduced before it hits 10 billion. Thus this
should be the cap. To do this we have to manage our resources better. The Earth can
probably take around 18 billion but we are working on 10 billion. 
We calculate that each ton of hemp can sequestrate 0.6 tons of CO2. It may be possible not
to harvest hemp but simply to let it grow. Hemp takes 90 to 120 days to mature and two or



three crops can be grown a year. The fibre can be sold with the seeds and the carbon
credits. 
But to make any difference we have to unban it globally immediately. And start growing 2
billion hectares on the land. This is vital to save the atmosphere – the first algorithm. Without
air… we all die. 
What we grow in the sea is also important because coral feeds off algae and algae works
symbiotically with coral polyps to survive. This ecosystem will sustain reefs, produce more
oxygen and increase the fish stock. 
Air is at the top of the pyramid when it comes to human survival and generates ..the
wind..the clouds… the water...the food … and even the energy and codeine and creates a
community of interrelated beings living together in harmony and peace. This is what we
need, no? 
Here is therefore our formula….
First coin costs 10 USD. This includes registration and admin and maintenance costs and
planting first plant. This is proof of ethics. 
Second coin is purchased at 5USD and all coins are then traded at 1USD each on the
market. Coming into the system creates momentum to airdrop and grow the eco system by
distributing coins to the developing world with the GLS after HODL for 2. 5 years the coins
can be traded on the open market for whatever the free market decides. Purchasing new
coins will remain at a stable 5USD each. 
By investing in the future we all survive! 
1 billion hectares for new CO2 gases each year. 
1 billion hectares for existing CO2. 
There are 51 billion hectares available on the planet including the oceans. We just need 2.
10 000 meters x 1 billion hectares is 10 trillion coins. Times two is 20 trillion coins. 
THEREFORE WE AIM TO PRODUCE A LIMITED AMOUNT OF AWOOSHA COINS TO BE
STABILISED AT 20 TRILLION. 
It sounds a lot but it isn't. The global economy needs a big enough stock to trade from. 
50% goes to a GLOBAL SOLIDARITY FUND (GLS) to be allocated to the developing world
to produce and plant hemp fibre and eradicate poverty. For those who cannot afford buying
the first coin they can apply to the GLS for sponsorship or receive sponsorship from a richer
friend. 
5.POPULATION : There are NEARLY 8 billion people on the planet. 
Davos & Co want to reduce it by half thanks to the Witness Statement of Sir David
Attenborough. In French we say.. “ merde” or “ shit” but the French somehow describes that
scenario better. We can do better together! 
We don't need vile pandemics or wars to depopulate the planet- and to rewild it again and
heal the wounds. 
We can do as Dr Robert Aubrey once wrote about in his book The Social Contract ...and
trust in Mother Nature to balance things out in a fair way. But… we also must use our brains
and consume less finite resources eg oil.. which is derived from trees and
plants…Remember there are two or three main worldviews on how to rewild the Planet. One
is one of culling and assertive management - the other is one of compassion and trust in the
power of Nature to balance things out.
I believe there is a 3rd way… that of Guardianship and Gardenership. The most profound
way is derived from the Greek word : Ergomazai- or “to cultivate and keep”- it doesn't involve
fascism but fairness… it is what Adam Himself did in the Garden of Eden. To leave Nature
alone deprives Nature of the caretaker and the care of the gardener. But the kind of
gardener which creates does not destroy at will. Therefore a rewilder is also a gardener. It is
far better to get nations to plant carbon sequestration plants than to protect CO2 industries
that pump out poisonous gases and produce poisonous plastics and pesticides. There is a
much better way. 
Incidentally this last century was the worst for earthquakes. 
If we cap it all off at 8 bill...it works out to 63 metres a person. Any tile system should be
covered or sponsored by an economic system that allocates each 1 metre tile to one person



and therefore the magic number of how much “WU” or woosha to allocate is between 510
million and 20 trillion. ..or 8 billion… but how? 
It all depends on how much is planted. Technically we can plant 20 trillion new plants- trees
or coral- but this number may change as the market value of the coin goes up or down or
something unexpected occurs. But as long as we have a mass programme of replanting
carbon sequestration plants ...we can save the planet. Its possible. For this to happen.. 200
heads of state must multilaterally lift all sanctions on the growing of hemp on their land and
seas. 
It can happen if government heads decide it. But they must all be educated on why. The
1961 ban was illegal and false information was used to get it passed in the United Nations.
This must change. Each year the population is growing fast… and the 10 billion mark will be
hit in less than 5 years if we do nothing. 
This model speculates it may reach up to 18 billion people by 2050. This is the extinction
point. The Earth is struggling with 7 billion. Certainly we cannot imagine a world with 3 times
the amount that presently exists. It will be a total nightmare. We can equalise this problem as
per the argument of Dr Aubrey. And nobody has to be culled. This isn't Soylent Green…
which predicts 2022 as the fulcrum of no return. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soylent_Green 
6.VERIFYING PROOF OF ETHICS IS POSSIBLE 
We have ways and means to verify ethical conduct: 
Analog & Digital- all is one! 
1. HONOUR & INTEGRITY 
2. RANDOMLY GENERATED NUMBERS
3.THE GOODWILL OF EVERYDAY PEOPLE. 
4. COMPREHENSIVE REGISTRATION OF CLIENTS 
5. SATELLITE IMAGING SYSTEMS TO VERIFY PLANTING 
6. EXPONENTIAL NEW TEK & IMPROVED BLOCKCHAIN SECURITY 7. NFT KEYS/PASS 
China started an “anal” social credit system not too long ago . A template for a new world
order…more accurately..a POPULATION CONTROL MECHANISM - PCM. part of the future
of the Global Surveillance State..which is already starting in the UK - eg Global Haven –
rediscover your world anew 
But we can work together to ensure a better future for all without becoming inmates in a
prison. New tek is bringing this into being and will be here by 2030. I am talking about
verification by starlink WIFI and AI. 
Right now all we need is a randomly generated number that corresponds to a tile already
bought by a sponsor.If each tile costs 10 USD and has a GPS coordinate address and a
special number – using the block chain of course… all we need to do is input that tile
number and out pops another one… this is then verified by email and a sat check after 3
months if no response from the purchaser.The technology will be ready in 2 years.But more
than all of this we rely on GOODWILL to make this work. This goes a step forward than just
being honourable. 
It is people helping each other- freely and without asking.We rely on people to read this
manifesto and to get what it is we are trying to achieve in our lifetimes… and if not… let the
vision carry on. Let others take it forward. 
It works because we all make it work. It works through freewill consensus …“I BECOME
ONE BECAUSE I AM ONE… the Good of the One by becoming One, in Communion with
the One! This is true Oneness… as Jesus Himself would say..We are One in Unity…I in you
,as you ARE in me!” 
I in them and You in Me— that they may be perfectly united, so that the world may know that
You sent Me and have loved them just as You have loved Me. John 17,23. 
Thus, there is a spiritual dimension to comprehending the infinity of possibility that lives in
this reality. .. and beyond! A New Economy must have new values and therefore a New
Ethos… 



But it will require patience, persistence and perseverance..and yes… practical pragmatism.
10 % inspiration- 90 % perspiration. To make this system of currency workable it must be
verifiable and tokens generated according to output.
In conclusion, 
This is in essence the verification system of the Awoosha Coin or “WU. And finally… 
7. NFT KEYS 
The NFT has the potential to win the race of the crypto and in fact replace it. But for now
digital cash, NFTs and crypto currencies have to work together. AI will do the rest- but not
until 2035. 
In the future we will be using NFT”S keys like your everyday drivers licence or passport
today. NON FUNGIBLE MEANS IT IS UNIQUE!!! And it cannot be replaced. It's original and
cannot be replaced. Or altered. Therefore - if it's yours… it has the possibility to be a new
kind of password or ID or bank account or a ticket… the frontier is limitless..an NFT is proof
of ownership which can include a deed to a real estate. 
A QUESTION: 
What if every crypto currency is replaced on the block chain by a new form of identification…
a new form of banking through the blockchain.. A new form of digital cash that works with
every phone that has a QR reader… because even analog phones will eventually be
replaced by smart phones in the next 10 years. 
What if each person on the planet is an investable currency of worth ? - an original painting
of you by you… so instead of carrying a key or a passport or a wallet… you have an NFT
that belongs to you - which can be paid into by an employer through investment … or pay for
a group NFT eg a festival … one NFT per person. 
Instantly transferable. Instantly investable. You can solicit, sell or buy into other NFTs by
simply using the WU coin. Impossible? Incredible or inevitable? 
YOU DECIDE! 
Here are some links on how to do it- do not use ethereum or it will cost you. Solana or
polygon is cheaper…BUT IT'S CHANGING everyday… !- the key is getting a footprint in
Africa and the developing world which already are far advanced in digital cash e.g. mpesa. 
OpenSea, the largest NFT marketplace 
How To Create and Sell NFTs for Free (beincrypto.com) 
How to turn any picture into a NFT for FREE | Complete tutorial / best way - YouTube 
Photo Editor | Be Funky: Free Online Photo Editing and Collage Maker ( be funky photo
editor. )
Free NFT Creator - Online Designer (nftgeneratorfree.com) 
Here's How to Create NFTs for Free! (mytnft.com) 
How to Create Your Own NFT | Design Engine (design-engine.com) 
Fotor's NFT Creator – Go Art, Turns Your Digital Photos into NFT Artworks 
NFTS are now used instead of paper tickets to get into festivals and even to get into
exhibitions. It's more easily understandable and will eventually take over the ticketing
markets…but it is the blockchain and its tokens that will interface with the NFT to secure
your personal details..so instead of having a password..you'll have an online key… an NFT! 
It is possible to Rewild the Planet- and it starts with the first algorithm that keeps us all
alive… AIR. 
I thank you 
Aslan 
……………………………………………….. 
5e. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT ? 
6. Last Word & Acknowledgments 
7.Links & References 
The Beginning and not the End.


